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Abstract

Phytosterols (PS) and phytosterol esters have been widely used in the food and health product industries as cholesterol-lowering agents. In order to improve their dispersity and bioavailability in low lipid media, PS and phytosterol acetate ester (PAE) were embedded into liposomes in the study. The effects of different PAE or PS concentrations on liposome properties were determined and interactions between PAE or PS and phospholipids were also explored. PAE and PS can be well embedded in liposomes, and the encapsulation rate was more than 90%. Compared to SPC liposomes, no significant difference (P > 0.05) in particle size (60 nm) and zeta potential (-15 mV) were observed between liposomes with PAE or PS. Liposomes were spherical, with smooth surfaces and uniform size distributions. The results of X-ray powder diffractometry (XRD) revealed that PAE and PS were amorphously embedded in liposomes. The results from the Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) and Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) analysis indicated that PAE or PS changed the structure of the lipid membrane by interacting with phospholipids in the liposomes. Low doses of PAE had a stabilizing effect on the liposome membrane structure.
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Practical Application: The preparation of ideal and stable nanoparticles is beneficial to improve the bioavailability of phytosterol esters or phytosterols and broaden its application field.

1 Introduction

PS can effectively reduce the total cholesterol and low density lipoprotein in serum by inhibiting cholesterol absorption in the intestinal tract (Cedó et al., 2019). PS also have antitumor effects (Blanco-Vaca et al., 2019) and immunity and anti-inflammatory activities (Hu et al., 2017). PS are insoluble in water and have poor solubility in lipids, which limits their application. In recent years, phytosterol esters have been widely used in the food and health product industries as cholesterol-lowering agents (Lin et al., 2018; Scholz et al., 2016; Rui et al., 2017; Gachumi et al., 2021; Pega et al., 2017) since they are fat-soluble. However, phytosterol esters as food additives require a high-fat environment. Thus, consumers may have to eat more fat to benefit from the effect of phytosterol esters on lowering serum cholesterol. Dispersion or emulsification of phytosterol esters and PS may be an interesting solution to this issue, but there have been few reports on this approach (Luo et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2017; Panpipat et al., 2013).

Liposomes can encapsulate hydrophilic, hydrophobic, and amphoteric substances, and thus the application of phytosterol esters and PS incorporated into liposomes can be expanded to non-fat or low-fat foods. The amount of sterol esters in small unilamellar vesicles has been shown to be higher than that in multilamellar vesicles (Salmon & Hamilton, 1995). Furthermore, the bioavailability of the active ingredient is influenced by the size of the particle dispersion; the smaller the particle size and higher the surface/volume ratio are, the higher the bioavailability (Chen & Fu, 2019). Based on this, an appropriate method can be chosen to prepare liposomes. Phytosterol esters and PS can be mixed into and interact with the bilayer of the lipid membrane, which resulted in changes in the membrane structure and performance. Several studies have shown that PS could significantly improve the stability of liposomes compared with cholesterol (Jovanović et al., 2018; Tai et al., 2019). Another study showed that PS anchored to the membrane and exhibited better performance for membrane protection than gallic acid (Liu et al., 2016). Previously, blends of phytosterol esters (>90%, w/w) were used to prepare soybean phospholipid liposomes toward improving the encapsulation rate of ascorbic acid (Alexander et al., 2012). Furthermore, studies have found that cholesterol acetate ester at a low concentration of 0.1 mol% has a certain antioxidant effect on lipid membranes (Malcolmson et al., 1997). However, there have been no studies on the incorporation of short-chain phytosterol esters to liposomes. Short chain fatty acids (mainly includes acetic acid, propionic acid and butyric acid), metabolites produced by the fermentation of dietary fiber by intestinal flora, play important role in maintaining intestinal environment and function of epithelial cells (Hu & Hu, 2020).

In this study, soybean phospholipid liposomes were prepared with PAE or PS by a thin-film ultrasonic method. In addition, we determined the influence of different concentrations of incorporated PAE and PS on the particle size, polydispersity index (PDI), zeta potential, encapsulation efficiency and microstructure of the liposomes, as well as the interactions between PAE or PS and phospholipids in the membranes. The results of this study
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provide a general reference for further exploring the potential application of phytosterols and their esters in foods.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Soybean phospholipids (SPC, 98% purity) were purchased from Shenyang Tianfeng Biological Pharmaceutical (Liaoning, China). Phytosterols (97% purity; 56% β-sitosterol, 30% stigmasterol, and 14% campesterol) were purchased from Shanghai Yihe Biotechnology (Shanghai, China). Phytosterol acetate ester (PAE) was prepared in the laboratory (97% purity). β-sitosterol standard was purchased from Purufa Biotechnology Co. Ltd. (Chengdu, Sichuan, China, 99.99% purity). Squalane was purchased from Shanghai Macklin Biochemical Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China, 99% purity). N-hexane was chromatographically pure, and all the reagents used in this study were analytical grade.

2.2 Liposome preparation

The liposomes were prepared by following the method described by Mohan et al. (2016) with some modifications. Eighty milligrams of SPC, 40 mg of tween-80, and 2 or 4 mg of PAE or PS were precisely weighed and placed in a round-bottom flask, 10 mL of organic solvent (chloroform:methanol = 2:1, V: V) was added, and the mixture was kept out of the light at room temperature for 15–30 min. The organic solvent was removed by rotary evaporation (water bath temperature 50 °C) to form a uniform film on the wall of the round-bottom flask. Then, the flask was spun for an additional 30 min under a vacuum of 0.1 MPa. Ten milliliters of 0.02 mol/L phosphate buffer solution (PBS, pH 7.4, 0.15 mol/L NaCl) was injected to hydrate the lipid mixture. Sonication was carried out in an ice bath with an ultrasonic probe (200 W, 8 min, and 1s on, 1s off) (ultrasonic material emulsifier, Shanghai Hannuo Instrument, China). The liposomes without PAE or PS were prepared by the same method. The final concentration of phospholipids was 8 mg/mL.

2.3 Characterization of liposomes

Average size, PDI, and zeta potential analysis

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is a common technique for measuring the diameter of particles exhibiting Brownian motion in a solution. The average particle size, PDI, and zeta potential were measured by DLS (Zetasizer Nano, ZS90, Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK). The sample was diluted 100 times with high-purity water and placed in the spectrometer immediately after dilution. Three parallel samples were measured at 25 °C. The data is expressed as mean ± standard deviation.

The encapsulation efficiency (EE) of phytosterols

The lipid content of liposomes was obtained by extracting lipids from liposomes using a chloroform-methanol extraction method as described by Wang et al. (2017). The PAE content was determined after saponification of lipid samples. We added 10 mL of KOH-ethanol solution (1.0 mol/L) to the lipid samples, placed it in a water bath at 80 °C for reflux and condensation, magnetically stirred for 2 h, and cool it to room temperature. Next, we added saturated sodium chloride solution (20 mL), injected ethyl ether (15 mL), and transferred the mixture to the separation funnel and extracted thrice; all three extracts were combined. The ethyl ether extract was washed and neutralized with distilled water, and then a certain amount of anhydrous sodium sulfate was added to the ether extract for dehydration, followed by filtration and evaporation to remove the ether to obtain the saponifable matter.

The following conditions were applied for Gas chromatography (GC-2010 Plus Gas chromatograph) analysis of PAE using DB-1HT chromatography column. FID temperature: 300 °C; gas flow rate: hydrogen 30 mL/min, air 300 mL/min; carrier gas: nitrogen 25 mL/min; injection temperature: 300 °C; split sampling, split ratio was 50:1; Column temperature: initially 180 °C for 1 min, and was increased to 300 °C at 30 °C/min for 10 min; injection volume: 1.0 L; column pressure: 10 psi.

Squalane (100 mg) was accurately weighed in a 25 mL volumetric flask, and hexane was volumetric to scale and used as an internal standard solution. The β-sitosterol standard was measured and dissolved in n-hexane (50 mL), which was used as the standard storage liquid. β-sitosterol solutions (0, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0 mL) were prepared and stored in 10 mL volumetric flasks, respectively. Squalane internal standard solution (1.0 mL) was added to each bottle, and then the volume was made up to 10 mL. The standard solution ranged in concentration from 0.1 to 1.6 mg/mL. The linear regression equation and correlation coefficient between β-sitosterol and internal standard were found to be \( A = 0.5395C + 0.0674 \) and \( R^2 = 0.9994 \) with Squalane as internal standard substance. The encapsulation efficiency of PAE was calculated using β-sitosterol as the index.

Morphological analysis

The morphology of the liposomes was determined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) with a HT7700 microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan). The liposome suspension was placed on a copper grid for 8 min and negatively stained by a phosphotungstic acid solution (2%) for 5 min. Excess solution was removed with filter paper, and the air-dried stained samples were used for imaging. The micrographs were acquired using a voltage of 100 kV and 40 k× magnification.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis

The crystal state of freeze-dried SPC, PBE liposomes, and free PBE was analyzed by MiniFlex 600 (Rigaku, Tokyo, Japan). The liposome suspension was placed on a copper grid for 8 min and negatively stained by a phosphotungstic acid solution (2%) for 5 min. Excess solution was removed with filter paper, and the air-dried stained samples were used for imaging. The micrographs were acquired using a voltage of 100 kV and 40 k× magnification.

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy analysis

FTIR analysis was performed on the powder purified product with a Spectrum TWO UATR (PerkinElmer, USA) in the range of 4000–400 cm\(^{-1}\) using 16 scans at a resolution of 0.5 cm\(^{-1}\). FTIR
analysis was also performed on the liposome samples. Three parallel samples were tested.

**DSC analysis**

Heating phase diagrams of the freeze-dried liposomes were acquired with a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC 8000, PerkinElmer, USA). The experiments were carried out from 50 to 200 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under nitrogen flow at 40 mL/min. The DSC data was analyzed with the manufacturer software supplied, and the plots were drawn using Pyris version 13.

**Data analysis**

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using the IBM SPSS21.0 Statistics software (IBM Analytics, Armonk, USA), followed by Duncan's test at a significance level of $P < 0.05$. Each sample was tested in triplicate.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Characterization of liposomes

**Particle size, PDI, zeta potential and encapsulation efficiency**

The particle size, PDI (A) and encapsulation efficiency (B) of the liposomes are given in Figure 1. No significant differences ($P > 0.05$) were observed in the particle sizes and encapsulation efficiency of the vesicular formulations.

The average particle size of all liposomes was approximately 60 nm. It was found that the incorporation of phytosterol esters did not significantly change (Gorrissen et al., 1980) or decreased the particle size of liposomes (Wang et al., 2017). The incorporated phytosterol esters molecules may replace some phospholipid molecules or form lipid rafts in the membrane, leading to tighter packing of the membrane lipids, which in turn reduces or does not significantly change the average particle diameter of liposomes (Wang et al., 2017). For PS, it was reported by Tai et al. (2018), that the incorporation could increase the particle size of liposome vesicles. In this study, the incorporation concentration of PS was small, which failed to generate the apparent space occupation in the membrane. The small size of the liposomes (<100 nm) with PAE and PS incorporated, is beneficial because the increased surface area improves bioavailability.

Zeta potential is an important stability parameter, which can be used to predict the storage stability of liposome vesicles (Karpuz et al., 2021). The zeta potential of all formulations of liposomes was approximately -15 mV. The medium zeta potential plays a positive role in the stability of the system by causing repulsion forces among particles to prevent aggregation. While the addition of Tween 80, which is often used as a solvent enhancement in the preparation of liposomes, can increase the steric repulsion and increase the ability of particles to resist aggregation or fusion (Piazzini et al., 2018). After being stored for 1 month at 4 °C, the particle size of PAE and PS liposome increased from about 60 nm to 70 nm, and which of without incorporation of PAE and PS liposome increased from about 60 nm to 90 nm. These results indicated that low concentrations of PAE and PS could improve the storage stability of liposomes.

The PDI of the liposomes with PAE and PS increased slightly compared to without the addition of liposomes, but there was no significant difference in the concentration. The PDI of all liposomes was less than 0.3, indicating a narrow size distribution within the formulations (Chen et al., 2019; Cui et al., 2018).

The encapsulation efficiency of PAE and PS in the liposome was found to be > 90% (Figure 1B), indicating that within this range (1/40-1/20), PAE and PS could be effectively embedded in the lipid bilayer. As the ability to successfully construct ideal phytosterol esters liposomes increases, the potential of food applications increases.

**Morphological analysis**

To confirm the formation of vesicles of liposome, transmission electron microscopy was also carried out. The whitish spherical liposome particles with smooth surfaces and uniform particle size distributions are shown in Figure 2. The particle size of liposomes is consistent with the DLS results. Additionally, the addition of PAE or PS at different concentrations did not significantly change the liposome microstructure.

![Figure 1](image-url). Size distribution, polydispersity index (PDI) and encapsulation efficiency of liposomes.
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XRD analysis

The X-ray diffraction pattern for free PS, PAE, PS/SPC (1/20), PAE/SPC (1/20), and SPC liposomes are shown in Figure 3. It was clear that free PS and PAE were both present in a crystalline state with sharp peaks in the XRD pattern. The main characteristic peaks of PS or PAE were absent in the XRD pattern of liposomes, suggesting that PS and PAE were molecularly dispersed or soluble state in the liposomes lipid bilayers. This is consistent with the literature (Huang et al., 2020). The loss of crystallinity of the embedded material due to liposome encapsulation has been shown to be evidence of the interaction between the embedded material and the phospholipid molecules in the liposome (Nkanga & Krause, 2018; Okafor et al., 2019). This indicated that PAE and PS were embedded in liposomes respectively.

FTIR analysis

FTIR spectroscopy was used to monitor the interactions between the exogenous substances and lipid acyl chains or head groups of the phospholipids, which could reflect structural and conformational changes in the liposomes (Savaghebi et al., 2019; Pinilla et al., 2019). FTIR analysis was carried out (Figure 4), and features such as CH$_2$ antisymmetric stretching and symmetric stretching at ~2924 and ~2850 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, C=O stretching at ~1735 cm$^{-1}$, and PO$_2^-$ antisymmetric double stretching bands at ~1240 cm$^{-1}$ were analyzed. Owing to similar main peaks in the FTIR spectra of different liposomes, this indicates that the...
incorporated PAE and PS did not cause a significant chemical reaction in the membrane. These findings were in agreement with previous studies (Tai et al., 2018).

The detailed wavenumbers of the relevant characteristic peaks are shown in Figure 4. For the acyl chain, the peak position of this band indicates the level of order or disorder of the membrane (Jia-Yu et al., 2019; Altunayar Unsalan et al., 2018), where a lower wavenumber represents a more ordered state and vice versa. This also means that the gauche- and trans-conformations in the system are interconvertible. PAE induced a slight shift toward lower wavenumbers for the CH\textsubscript{2} antisymmetric stretching bands in the lipid membranes. This suggests that the addition of PAE increased the lipid hydrocarbon chain conformational order. These results are consistent with previous studies on liposomes containing different hydrophobic compounds (Paliwal et al., 2019; Marín et al., 2018). This is consistent with the previous particle size analysis results. While there were indistinctive changes in the CH\textsubscript{2} antisymmetric stretching bands in PS liposomes, this is similar to the results presented by Tai et al.(2018).

The hydration state of the interfacial and head groups of the SPC liposomes was monitored by the C=O stretching, and PO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{-} antisymmetric double stretching. The C=O stretching band shifted slightly to a lower wavenumber with the different concentrations of PAE and PS in the liposomes. This result indicates that hydrogen bonding around the C=O groups of the liposomes was strengthened. The literature showed that the wavenumber of C=O in β-sitosterol incorporated liposomes was shifted lower (1736.20 cm\textsuperscript{-1} to 1735.19 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) (Tai et al., 2018). Studies also have shown that the cholesterol ester is located in the carbonyl groups of the lipid membrane interface (Salmon & Hamilton, 1995). Asymmetric stretching of the phosphate group can also be a useful indicator when it comes to determining changes in the conformation of the head group (Schmid et al., 2018). The addition of both concentrations PAE and PS reduced the wavenumber of the PO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{-} antisymmetric band in the lipid membranes, showing that the degree of hydrogen bonding to the PO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{-} group increased, especially at low concentrations. This result suggests that PAE or PS may compete with polar groups to form hydrogen bonds with surrounding water molecules as the concentration increases. Therefore, these results demonstrate that PAE could induce a stronger intermolecular interaction than PS in liposomes.

The incorporation of PAE induced compositional and structural changes due to the increased hydration of these polar groups and the increased order of alkyl chain.

**DSC analysis**

The DSC thermograms of the lyophilized liposomes with different formulations, the transition temperatures and enthalpy changes are shown in Figure 5. The thermograms of lyophilized liposomes with and without incorporating PAE or PS showed non-sharp phase transition peaks. Since natural phospholipids contain mixed fatty acids, their peaks are not sharp (Monpara et al., 2018). Liposomes without the incorporation of PAE or PS had an endothermic peak at 128.05 °C, which was probably related to the phase transition from a gel to liquid crystalline state. The literature showed that the phase transition temperature (Tm) of dehydrated void soybean phospholipid liposome is 116.8 °C (Niaz et al., 2018). The difference in Tm could be related to the purity of the soybean phospholipid. Compared with the SPC liposomes, the PAE (Figure 5b, c) and PS (Figure 5d, e) liposomes showed obvious changes in peak position and enthalpy. The peak position of the PAE/SPC (1/40) liposome increased notably to 140.98 °C, while that of the PAE/SPC (1/20) liposome was 128.26 °C. The increase in Tm indicated an increased arrangement of the acyl chains and the thermal stability of the lipid membrane. With the increase of PAE concentration, the increase amplitude of Tm decreased, which may be related to the competition between PAE and phospholipid head group to form hydrogen bonds of water molecules, thus affecting the structure of alkyl chain. The PS contents of 1/40 and 1/20 induced a decrease in the peak position by approximately 15 and 10 °C, respectively, showing that low concentrations of PS have more significant effects, and the reduction of PS increased disorder of the acyl chains and thermal instability of the membrane. Farkas et al. (2004) previously confirmed that the addition of β-sitosterol
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**Overall FTIR spectra of SPC (a), PAE/SPC (1/40) (b), PAE/SPC (1/20) (c), PS/SPC (1/40) (d), and PS/SPC (1/20) (e) liposomes.**
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**DSC thermograms of SPC (a), PAE/SPC (1/40) (b), PAE/SPC (1/20) (c), PS/SPC (1/40) (d), and PS/SPC (1/20) (e) liposomes.**
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reduces the interaction forces in the lipid bilayer and thereby acts as a liquifier below the phase transition temperature.

Furthermore, the enthalpy variation (ΔH) reflects the van der Waals interactions between the lipid acyl chains and foreign substances and is related to lipid order. The ΔH of the SPC, PAE/SPC (1/40) and (1/20), and PS/SPC (1/40) and (1/20) lyophilized liposomes were 58.21, 55.48, 58.46, 15.26, and 22.49 J/g, respectively, indicating that PAE has little effect on ΔH, whereas PS reduces it. The thermal phase effects of PAE on lipid membranes have not yet been reported. It has been stated that the enthalpy of DMPC liposomes with 0.2 mol % and 0.5 mol % of cholesterol stearate is higher than that of cholesterol (Wei et al., 2017), and another study showed that different concentrations of cholesterol could reduce the enthalpy of Dipalmitoylphosphatidyldcholine (DPPC) liposomes (Lee & Chang, 2018). Therefore, the incorporation of PAE/SPC (1/40) and PAE/SPC (1/20) increased the ordering of acyl chains in the liposome bilayer below Tm. These results are consistent with the FTIR analysis.

4 Conclusions

PAE and PS at low concentration can be well embedded in liposomes, and the encapsulation efficiency is above 90%. PAE and PS liposomes have small particle size, uniform distribution and good stability. Through the study on the molecular interaction between PAE or PS and phospholipid, the properties of PAE and PS liposomes can be further understood. Studies on PAE and PS liposomes have shown that liposomes are a suitable carrier that may be beneficial and provide references for the development and application of functional foods in the future.
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